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Features :Spring has Sprung - And so has the SSIG -

We have been having a BLAST attending

advocacy dinners around the state &

celebrating those who are nearing

graduation and passing the boards! 

 

We’re here to serve all New York PT and

PTA students, so please let us know how

we can help to improve your student

experience.

Herkimer College

https://www.nypta.org/group/StudentSIGG


By Liping Li, SPT, SSIG Advocacy Chair

As Advocacy Chair of NYPTA SSIG, when I talk

advocacy with PT students, the feedback I

typically receive includes, “I am too busy with

my work and school,” or “I have no idea what

PT advocacy is and what I can do as a student.”  

I want to share with you how you can let your

words be heard without compromising your

time and energy.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The simplest way to participate is by

downloading the PT Action App, a powerful

grassroots tool for PTs on the go. You can join

PTeam to receive updates on action alerts and

newsletters. The app also includes talking

points for priority issues, such as Beyond

Opioids, Telehealth, Tricare of PTs/PTAs/OTAs,

and PT in Community Health Centers. The app

also allows you to send pre-written messages

to legislators asking for support and co-

sponsorship on PT legislation.

 

Advocacy Involvement
Another way to get involved in advocacy is

to attend advocacy events throughout the

year! Three of the most well-known

advocacy events include: Federal Advocacy

Forum (FAF), National Advocacy Dinner, and

New York Lobby Day. At Federal Advocacy

Forum and Lobby Day, you have the

opportunity to network with PTs, PTAs,

SPTs, and SPTAs to learn more about the

latest and top issues happening in our

profession. Participants also have the

opportunity to speak to and hear from

legislators and representatives on pending

PT legislative issues. 

 

I attended NYPTA's Lobby Day in May and

spoke to the assemblymen/women and

senators on topics including, PTA treatment

of patients with workers compensation, PTA

licensure, expanding direct access of PT

services, and amending education law

related to the licensure of athletic trainers.

Learn more about PTeam at

www.APTA.org/PTeam!
Cont. on next page

“Engaging in PT advocacy makes me feel I am part of the

profession and community.” 

- Anonymous PT Student, 2019 NYPTA Lobby Day



Unlike FAF and Lobby Day, the National

Advocacy Dinner is a student-directed

advocacy activity. PT and PTA students form

a local committee with assistance from

faculty to organize a dinner to support

advocacy at their school. 

 

For preparation of the event, the committee

receives assistance from the APTA Student

Assembly and the NYPTA SSIG. The

advocacy dinner (or luncheon) may be a

formal lecture provided by PTs or may be a

casual conversation between PTs and

students to help students learn more about

what is going on in our profession. For

instance, at the advocacy dinner at Utica

College this year, the students received a

lecture from Patrick VanBeveren, past

NYPTA president, on how to become

involved with current legislative issues.

 

PT advocacy is not a time-consuming and

far-away topic for students. Even small

actions can make a huge change in our

profession. We should let our words be

heard so that we can provide services with

less restrictions and maximize benefits for

our patients. If we don’t speak for ourselves,

who will?

ADVOCACY, cont.

Utica College

D'Youville College

Nazareth College

Ithaca College

LaGuardia CC 



Meet  our Treasurer!

Choong (Gary) Ye

Education: College of Staten

Island, DPT (2021);

Macaulay Honors College at CCNY,

Biomedical Engineering

 

"I'm excited to be part of the

dynamic team creating space for

new and current physical therapy

students to become more involved

and grow our profession!"

 

Favorite PT Resource: 

New Grad PT

Meet  our Long Island Rep!

Nicole Glasser

Education: Nassau Community

College, PTA (2019);

The Fashion Institute of

Technology, Fashion Design (2011)

 

"I'm excited to help provide SPTs

and SPTAs opportunities to

network and learn new things with

fun and intriguing venues and

events."

 

Favorite PT Resource: 

Physical Therapy Journal



The Utica College Conclave

We came into this profession searching for something.

Ask multiple people this question though, and you will

most likely get a million different reasons, and that is

ok! I am bringing this up, because through attending

an event such as the Utica College Student Conclave,

students are able to participate and take away

something that is useful to them. Not only this, but

students are given the opportunity to collaborate with

other PT students like themselves to each discover

their “Why PT.”

 

Just about one year ago, I received an email from

Megan Sliski, a first year PT student at Utica College.

She was searching for students in New York state to

join her in being part of a committee to put on a

student conclave. Curious, I sent her an email to find

out what the job entailed and after reading her

response, I was hooked. Our committee met monthly

to brainstorm ideas such as the topics of sessions we

would have, design of the t-shirt, and so much more!

Our meetings were over Google Hangouts, the closest

thing we could have to an in person meeting. This was

due to our committee members attending various

schools including Clarkson University, Ithaca College,

Utica College and SUNY Upstate.

 

Along with my role on the committee, I am also a

regional representative for the NYPTA SSIG where I

work with liaisons and other representatives from

across NY. Between the social event held the night

before and assisting with registration, I had the

opportunity to meet half of the conclave committee

and SSIG members in person including other

representatives and two of my liaisons (I have four in

total). Every single student was so eager to be at the

event and their excitement about the day’s

programming was infectious. The conclave hadn’t

even started yet and already I had met so many new

people!

 

Within the sessions I attended, speakers shared their

passion for the topics that the committee had

carefully selected and students embraced this new

knowledge. In one session, pediatrics, the room was

broken up into small groups to create an exercise

program for a specific age group. 

When the day came to a close, I reflected on how

everything had gone. I couldn’t have imagined the

day running any smoother or changing a single

thing. Every student that I talked to loved their

experience and said they would do it again.

Moments like those are what made all the long

hours put into planning worth it.

 

To conclude, I encourage any PT student who is

reading this to become involved. I hadn’t been part

of a committee before but it was a life changing

experience. Find something that interests you and

reach out. Make connections. Network. So many PT

students keep to themselves just to “make it

through PT school,” and I challenge each and every

one of you to defy this. If you haven’t already, meet

students at other schools. You’re going to have to

work with other clinicians someday, so why not

start now?

 

By Suzanne Kritz, SPT, SSIG East Central Rep

My group in particular, had

at least four different

universities and all three

levels of physical therapy

students represented.

Together we collaborated,

brainstormed and were

able to draw new ideas

from those around us. I

know I not only learned

from the speakers

themselves, but also the

other students who were

also in attendance.

Just try new things. Don’t be afraid. Step out

of your comfort zone and soar, all right?

~ Michelle Obama

https://www.jospt.org/doi/abs/10.2519/jospt.2004.34.3.116


SAVE THE DATE!



Understanding PTAs
Since I have recently graduated from the Physical

Therapist Assistant program at Niagara County

Community College (NCCC), I would like to share my

opinion on an article written by Jodi Barth, PT, and

Gincy Lackhart Stezar, PTA, on the APTA website from

March discussing the PT/PTA relationship. I also want to

take this time to recognize that May 2019 marks 50

years of the PTA profession. Barth and Stezar discuss

how they have partnered to form an outpatient practice

in Maryland and how many people misunderstand the

role of a PTA and their value to the Physical Therapy

profession. Considering this article, I want to share some

of my experiences thus far as a student and as someone

who is preparing to enter the profession.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

First off, many people ask, “What is a PTA?” Physical

Therapist Assistants (PTAs) are health care professionals

that provide physical therapy services under supervision

of a Physical Therapist. Many people outside of the

physical therapy world are under the assumption that

we are technicians who do exactly what the PT tells us,

and we have no input. Many people believe we are

uneducated. Often when I tell people I am in school to

become a PTA, they ask me why I am going for that as

opposed to pursuing my DPT degree. I find this

statement off-putting. Do not be fooled by the fact we

only have a two-year degree. There are numerous PTAs

who have previous bachelor's degrees and chose to

make a career change. I for one have a bachelor's

degree in Exercise Science and have previous

experience as a Personal Trainer. Without a doubt, my

PTA degree was far more difficult to earn, and the

workload is rigorous. Our curriculum contains most of

the same course work as a DPT program. For anyone

else who has been part of a PTA program, you know

how grueling it is!

As PTAs, we have the freedom to choose our

interventions if they follow the PT’s plan of care. For

instance, if the PT states that one of their goals for the

patient is to increase strength, the PT does not offer a

template of exercises for us. We choose the exercises

based on clinical reasoning and evidence-based

practice providing they aim to increase strength.

While we cannot make goals or design the plan of

care, we can make suggestions and collaborate with

our PT to amend goals.

 

Lastly, and most importantly, never say that you are

"just a PTA". As the above paragraph states, we are so

much more than that. Through my placements, I have

helped patients take their first steps after surgeries,

heard about patients’ highs and lows, and seen

patients at their best and worst. I have had the sad

experience of having patients I’ve worked with pass

away but have also helped them achieve their dreams

and restore their function. I say these things not to

boast but explain the impact we have as PTAs.

 

The main piece of advice I would give my fellow PTA

students is do not think you are inferior just because

you don’t have the letters DPT after your name. You

have much of the same knowledge and you should be

proud of that. I also want to challenge PTs to advocate

for PTAs as we want to make our collaboration strong.

Whether you are a PT or PTA, it doesn’t matter. We

both are equally important, and our goal is to work

together to improve the lives of our patients!

By Bradley Vargo, SPTA, CSCS, SSIG Western Rep

https://www.jospt.org/doi/abs/10.2519/jospt.2004.34.3.116


 

She is a SPT from Daemen College, Class of 2020, and has been making a

difference in the PT world and is very involved in her community. She is a

visionary and what she truly loves about PT is the human connection. She

is part of the Student Physical Therapy Association, Daemen College

Rescue Squad, Sigma Omega Chi Sorority, and is a Teaching Assistant for

Musculoskeletal Rehabilitation. She volunteers at an outpatient wound

clinic for 1-2 hours a week, is the 2nd assistant chief of operations on the

school’s rescue squad (EMT-B level) for a minimum 12 hours a week, and

has done wonderful community service projects with her sorority; Ronald

McDonald House, Kaely's Kindness, and Christmas Gifts for Roswell.

 

"Right now, I am working on research with three classmates and a

professor to determine the prevalence of depression and suicidal

ideation in doctorate physical therapy students at Daemen College. This

research is my greatest achievement because mental health is a major

concern not only for our patients but for the healthcare practitioners as

well. I feel that these programs are tough (which they should be) but

adding on finances, jobs, extracurricular activities, exercise, proper

dieting, and enough sleep is a lot for 20+ year old individuals to handle. If

we as healthcare providers cannot find a way to take care of ourselves or

use resources around us, how are we going to be able to help our

patients?"

Student Highlights

 

He is a SPT from Touro College, Class of 2019, and is an inspiration leader

in the PT world and in his community! He has traveled to Israel to do a

private physical therapy clinic internship, is involved in the SPTA:

President 2018-2019, Vice President 2017- 2018, participated in student

government: DPT Lead Representative 2016-2019, and his community

service includes: Constraint Induced Movement Therapy at St. Charles

Hospital and Lead Educator: Grand Getaways Camp for Special Needs

Children. 

 

"Throughout my life I have seen people suffer from injuries and chronic

illness that have affected not just them, but their families. Their injuries

affected their identity and they lost who they are. I noticed that with my

own family and I noticed this with myself. Physical therapy gave my dad

the confidence to pick me up on his shoulders again. It allowed my

grandfather to walk after being shot 3 times in the back and it allowed

me to get back to my active lifestyle when I thought all hope was lost. It

saved us thousands of dollars avoiding surgeries that would have been

unnecessary. My goal is to help people transform their pain into power."

April: Meet Daniel Vapne!

March: Meet Kayla Stannard!

The NYPTA SSIG officers want to hear about the ways in which students, like Kayla & Daniel,

demonstrate the core values of accountability, altruism, compassion/caring, excellence,

integrity, professional duty, and social responsibility!

 

Nominate yourself or a

fellow student and start

inspiring others! 

 

Applications are due by

the 20th of each month!

 

Click here:

Nominate yourself
or

Nominate a fellow student

https://goo.gl/forms/ALFomO7S5U5ErDet2
https://goo.gl/forms/vSB7smw530jKxLqi1


Website: https://www.nypta.org/group/StudentSIG

Facebook Group (for Students):

https://www.facebook.com/groups/NYPTASSIG/ 

 

Instagram/Twitter: 

@NYPTASSIG

 

Facebook Page (for All): https://www.facebook.com/NYPTASSIG/

Get Connected

Any questions regarding the

newsletter or if you have

interest in writing for us,

please email our SSIG

Communications Chair at

susielunardi@nyu.edu

Get Involved
Looking for a fun way to be a part of a team, organize service

events, and make your heart feel good? 

Join our Service Committee!! Email our SSIG Service Chair at

elizabeth.healy16@myhunter.cuny.edu.

 

Interested in representing your school as a SSIG liaison? Reach

out to our SSIG Nominating Chair at ferrer.eliza@gmail.com.

https://www.nypta.org/group/StudentSIG
https://www.facebook.com/groups/NYPTASSIG
https://www.facebook.com/NYPTASSIG/

